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Imaging techniques as a method of sectional examination in forensic veterinary medicine
Summary
An autopsy or necropsy can be performed only once; therefore, its proper execution is of fundamental
importance in explaining the cause of death. The protocol with photographic documentation is an integral
part of the autopsy, but sometimes it does not fully reflect the state of the body and the pathological changes
observed at each stage of the procedure. These shortcomings are addressed by modern imaging techniques,
which are increasingly used during the autopsy of human bodies, but quite rarely during necropsy of animals.
Non-invasive techniques (CT, MRI, or photogrammetry with laser body scanning), or in some cases also
minimally invasive techniques (biopsy), enable comprehensive analysis of the carcass, but Virtopsy is only
a supplement to the classical autopsy, especially in veterinary forensic medicine.
Keywords: forensic medicine, computed tomography, magnetic resonance, photogrammetry, laser scanning

An autopsy, referred to in veterinary medicine as
a necropsy, consists of an external examination, including determination of the species, breed, gender and
age of the animal; a description of pathological and
traumatic skin lesions; and an internal examination,
by opening the main body cavities and examining
the internal organs inside them. The purpose of the
necropsy is to establish the cause of death and to identify the accompanying circumstances, which usually
determine the type of necropsy to be performed. In
veterinary medicine, four categories of necropsy are
distinguished: clinical, medico-legal, administrative,
and commissioned by individuals or various types of
legal entities (businesses).
Legal proof from sectional studies
A necropsy can be performed only once, and therefore its proper execution is of fundamental importance
in explaining the cause of death (22). The protocol with
photographic documentation is an integral part of the
necropsy, but it does not always fully reflect the state
of the body and the pathological changes observed at

each stage of the procedure. These shortcomings are
addressed by modern imaging techniques, which are
increasingly used during autopsy (of human bodies),
but quite rarely during necropsy (23).
The recording of changes found during necropsy
in the form of images is invaluable in the case of
examinations carried out for judicial purposes, as the
results of the necropsy can be reproduced at any time
during legal proceedings. In addition, radiological
techniques are a direct tool in investigating material
truth in cases such as traffic accidents (detection of
trauma and skeletal changes), shooting (detection of
foreign bodies in the body of the victim), or identification of the body (analysis of individual skeletal traits;
e.g. congenital or post-traumatic lesions). Radiology
was first used for forensic purposes in 1896, just after
the publication in the Viennese newspaper Die Presse
of a report on Roentgen’s discovery of a new kind of
radiation – X-rays (19). At that time, an X-ray of a leg
with a gunshot wound, taken by a physicist (Professor
John Cox of McGill University in Montreal), became
physical evidence in the case against Georg Holder,
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who was accused of attempted murder (5). The first
X-ray examination for Polish forensic medicine was
done in 1930 by Tadeusz Rogalski (Jagiellonian
University in Krakow), to identify the perpetrator of
a fatal shooting (36).
Imaging techniques have greatly evolved since
the time of Roentgen, and successive radiological
achievements have been implemented on an ongoing
basis in forensic practice. A significant advance was
the introduction of computer tomography in 1972. In
1989 a modification of this technique, spiral computed
tomography, enabled three-dimensional reconstruction
(51). A comparative analysis of CT results with the
results of a conventional autopsy was the starting point
for collaboration begun in 2000 between the Institute
of Forensic Medicine and the Radiology Department
of the University of Bern. This collaboration resulted
in a research project and with it the introduction
of a novel technique for examining a carcass: the
Virtopsy® (Virtual Autopsy). The Swiss team designed
the Virtopsy as an objective, non-invasive method of
post-mortem examination, to be used primarily by
law enforcement agencies (43). The essence of the
virtual autopsy is the analysis of data obtained using
techniques such as computed tomography (also CT
+ angiography and/or biopsy), magnetic resonance
imaging, photogrammetry and laser scanning of the
surface of the body (6).
Virtopsy in veterinary medicine
The literature dealing with the application of
Virtopsy in veterinary medicine is quite scarce. In most
published works, animals have served as model organisms for the purpose of evaluating the suitability of
post-mortem imaging methods for veterinary practice
and forensic opinions. Kraft et al. (20) emphasized the
usefulness of magnetic resonance in pathomorphological assessment of the lungs, based on the example of
guinea pigs infected with Mycobacterium tuberculosis. Jackowski (18), using a pig model (ex vivo), and
Grabherr et al. (9), using the carcasses of dogs and a cat,
carried out computed tomography in combination with
angiography. Their results confirm the diagnostic value
of this method in the case of damage and pathological
lesions within the vascular system. Toklu et al. (44)
demonstrated the usefulness of imaging techniques
in the diagnosis of drowning in a rat model. Based on
post-mortem radiographic examination of the chest and
abdomen of dogs and cats, Heng et al. described the
time- and ambient temperature-dependent accumulation of putrefaction gases in specific internal organs
and vessels of the circulatory system (13-15).
Several studies have compared the results of traditional and virtual necropsy. Cattaneo et al. (3) used
piglets to compare the effectiveness of traditional
necropsy, radiological analysis (X-rays) and computed tomography in the detection of traumatic bone
lesions (3). The results, in the form of the number of
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identified fractures, were varied for each method and
depended on the location of the damage. Hence, the
authors stressed the need to apply all of these techniques together for each case. Hostettler et al. (16)
analysed the carcasses of 11 Bernese Mountain Dogs
with suspected histiocytic sarcoma. Prior to the standard necropsy, computed tomography was performed
in conjunction with a biopsy. Although the classic
necropsy techniques proved more effective in that case,
the authors maintain that improvements in the biopsy
protocol and CT scanning will increase the diagnostic
value of these methods (16).
In addition to experimental research, post-mortem
imaging techniques have found their place in a relatively young branch of veterinary medicine – veterinary
forensics. The primary purpose of forensic veterinary
medicine is to determine the causes of death of an
animal for the needs of judicial bodies. Within this
discipline a necropsy is usually performed in the case
of sudden death resulting from external factors. The
concept of ‘external factors’ should be understood as
incidents such as traffic accidents, deliberate killing,
and abuse (22).
The forensic necropsy is carried out by a veterinarian appointed as an expert, whose opinion constitutes
evidence for which the judicial body has high expectations regarding the certainty of the diagnosis (38).
Hence, extraordinary meticulousness and constant selfeducation are unquestionably required of the individual
performing the necropsy. For this reason, modern
post-mortem imaging methods have gradually begun
to appear among the tools of expert veterinarians. The
use of these techniques in veterinary forensics was
described in 2007. Thali et al. performed X-rays and
computed tomography (3D MSCT) of the carcass of
a Eurasian lynx (Lynx lynx) found shot in a plastic bag
in front of a Swiss supermarket. The data obtained were
used to establish the track of the gunshot wounds and
the type of weapon used, and consequently the group
of persons suspected of this crime (poaching) was narrowed down. Thalli’s team, which normally deals with
virtual autopsy of human bodies, strongly emphasized
the utility of this method for the purposes of veterinary
forensics as well (39, 40, 43). A virtopsy of a shot
animal was also carried out by Franckenberg et al. (7).
The carcass of a fox shot by a hunter was subjected to
comprehensive analysis using computed tomography
(also in combination with angiography) and magnetic
resonance imaging (7). The tools revealed lesions
resulting from the effect of the bullet in the skeletal
system, soft tissues and blood vessels. This made it
possible to conclusively establish the cause of death
and to resolve doubts circulating among hunters as to
whether the ammunition used to kill the game causes
sudden death without unnecessary suffering. Morrow
et al. (27) used data from CT acquisition to explain
the unexpected increase in mortality among caged
chickens at an Australian farm, and emphasized the
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usefulness of computed tomography to identify traumatic lesions in birds (27).
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magnetic metals present in the body, a contraindication
for this type of test. Although modern radiology offers
many other, more accurate techniques, X-rays are still
Characterization of post-mortem imaging
included among post-mortem imaging methods, as
techniques
evidenced by the literature (11, 13, 14, 24, 33).
Computed tomography (CT). Computed tomograConventional X-rays. Radiography, based on the
phenomenon of differentiated absorption of the X-ray phy is another imaging technique that uses X-radiation.
beam passing through different tissues of the body, However, there are differences in how the examinais the oldest post-mortem imaging technique. When tion is performed and how the results are presented.
Roentgen announced his discovery, he emphasized the The object under examination is repeatedly scanned
potential application of the new radiation not only to with an X-ray beam using a generator rotating around
locate bullets in patients’ bodies, but also in forensic it, while an array of detector elements continuously
medicine (29, 45). Currently X-rays of carcasses are records the measurement values corresponding to
a fixed element of the autopsy protocol. This is an the linear absorption coefficients of the radiation.
inexpensive and simple technique which is useful for These data form the basis for the second stage of CT:
evaluating lesions and damage in the skeletal system reconstruction of the image (51). Since the first scan
(Fig. 1), detecting foreign bodies, or identifying performed using the EMI prototype scanner (1971),
unknown bodies. Radiography is also a basic stage of the CT imaging technique has evolved considerably.
the most-mortem examination in forensic veterinary Currently available CT scanners can be used to create
practice, and is compulsory in the case of a suspected not only 2D images but 3D images as well, which is
shooting (24). Detection and localization of bullet frag- of tremendous significance for the forensic sciences.
ments (Fig. 2) or various types of sharp objects using Owing to the option of presenting the data in spatial
X-ray images facilitates the work of the examiners, and form, or even a dynamic presentation, a CT scan of
also reduces their risk of injury during the necropsy. the skeleton makes it possible to determine the mechaRadiography is also a screening tool used prior to nism by which the injuries occurred. This technique is
magnetic resonance imaging to detect potentially ferro- accurate enough to enable the identification of minor
traumas such as fractures of the transverse processes
of the vertebrae, which is difficult in a conventional
autopsy. Another problem solved by computed tomography is the detection of very small foreign bodies in
the carcass, such as glass shards, which weakly absorb
X-rays (45). A significant advantage of CT over conventional radiography is the ability to determine the
spatial localization of a foreign body and visualize the
course of the channel it has made (Fig. 3), which is
often of fundamental importance for reconstruction of
the event (45, 48). Owing to its high contrast resolution, CT is used for imaging of parenchymal organs
and soft tissues. This allows for the identification of
pathological changes such as cerebral haemorrhages,
pneumoperitoneum, cardiac rupture, and aortic rupture (45). The important role of CT is underscored in
the case of the examination of bodies found in water,
Fig. 1. Radiographic image of gunshot injuries to bone tissue where analysis of the lungs, airways and sinuses makes
– rib fracture in a dog (arrows)
it easier to determine the cause of death by drowning
(49).
The use of computed tomography as
a tool for post-mortem imaging is still rare
in necropsies as compared to autopsies of
human bodies, due to the high cost of the
technique and the limited availability of
equipment. It should also be noted that
in veterinary medicine, the CT apparatus
must be adjusted to the varied sizes of
animals (17). Yamada et al. (50) drew
Fig. 2. Radiographic image of gunshot injuries to a dog’s head: numerous attention to the problem of animal size,
bullet fragments visible (arrows). A – dorsoventral view, B – laterolateral conducting post-mortem imaging of the
view
carcass of a month-old foal (50).
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important to assess damage
to anatomical structures and
to determine the source of
haemorrhage (28, 30). CT
angiography is especially
useful in analysing small
vascular lesions in locations that are difficult to
access (26, 28, 30, 52).
Because PMCTA is a relatively young technique that
has not yet been perfected,
the data it collects are still
compared to the results of
autopsy and histopathological examinations, during
which changes caused by
the contrast agent, and especially the paraffin distributing it, should be taken into
account. The use of contrast
also necessitates prior collection of material (blood,
urine or bile) for toxicological tests (28).
Besides angiography,
another technique combined with CT is fine-needle
Fig. 3. CT scan of head of a dog shot with a shotgun. Bullet fragments visible in the form aspiration biopsy. This is
of red elements
a minimally invasive diagnostic method that allows
CT with angiography and/or fine needle aspira- for quick and accurate collection of material for
tion. The possibilities of post-mortem CT are even histopathological examination. CT-guided biopsy is
greater when combined with other techniques. One performed when the native CT images show small
such combination, CT angiography (PMCTA – post focal lesions within organs, such as cancer lesions, and
mortem computed tomography angiography), enables histopathological evaluation is needed for a definitive
the visualization of pathological changes within the diagnosis. Sometimes post-mortem CT-guided biopsy
vascular system, which cannot be achieved by the is used to determine ‘injury vitality’, for example by
standard CT protocol. Initially, two-step post-mortem identifying a fat embolism in the lungs, which occurs
angiography was used, with paraffin oil as a contrast in motor vehicle accidents (25). Another application
agent and an external pump responsible for its distri- of this method is the collection of body fluids for
bution, resembling a heart-lung machine for cardiac toxicological and/or microbiological tests (1). A great
surgery. CT acquisition was performed during opera- advantage of this technique is that it eliminates the
tion of the pump. Currently, a multi-phase procedure is risk of contaminating the sample of biological matecommonly used – multi-phase post mortem computed rial. Furthermore, it is easy to perform because in the
tomography angiography (MPCT), which includes case of carcasses we are not dealing with a patient’s
a native CT scan prior to administration of the contrast uncontrolled movements, and the time of exposure to
agent, followed by contrast imaging in three angio- radiation does not play a role (25).
graphic phases: arterial, venous and dynamic (artificial
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The introduccirculation) (8). Comparing the data obtained in this tion of magnetic resonance imaging was a huge step
manner with the results of medico-legal autopsies of 50 forward in the development of radiological diagnostics,
corpses, Chevallier et al. (4) reported an increase in the extending the possibilities of thanatological radiology
diagnostic value of MPMCTA as compared to native by enabling detailed imaging of soft tissue lesions. The
CT from 65% to 80.9%, while conventional autopsies MR technique is based on the phenomenon of nuclear
identified 83.1% of pathological lesions. Post-mortem magnetic resonance, which exploits the effect of the
CT angiography is indicated in the case of deaths attrib- excitation of hydrogen protons and their relaxation.
utable to surgical interventions (52), cardiovascular The part of the body being examined is placed in
disease (26) and various types of trauma, where it is a strong magnetic field. A radio signal with the appro-
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priate resonance frequency is sent through a transmitter, resulting in the excitation of hydrogen protons.
When the signal is turned off and the protons return
to their original state, radio waves are emitted and
picked up by a receiver. The signal can be described
by a formula in which there are two constants: T1 and
T2 (called relaxation times). Particular types of tissues,
depending on the concentration of hydrogen atoms,
which are primarily present in molecules of water
(H2O) and fat (CH2), have characteristic relaxation
times. The visible effect of this is different shades of
grey in different parts of the image of the body part,
resulting from processing of the signal by computer
software. MR imaging can be performed in several different sequences, providing different data with varied
diagnostic possibilities. For example, a T1 image best
represents the anatomical structure of the brain (white
matter appears in light colours and grey matter in dark
colours). Cerebrospinal fluid, an abscess or a tumour
will be dark. In the imaging of a motor organ, adipose tissue will be clear, while structures with high
water content and without fat will be dark (cartilage,
menisci, and ligaments), and muscles will be grey.
In contrast, in T2 imaging of the brain, white matter
appears in darker shades and grey matter in lighter
ones. Cerebrospinal fluid, an abscess or a tumour will
be light in this sequence. In the imaging of a motor
organ, adipose tissue will be grey and synovial fluid
or a haematoma will be light (37, 47). In a STIR (short
time inversion recovery) sequence, the adipose tissue
signal is eliminated, enabling detection of infection,
bone marrow oedema, muscle oedema or tumours, as
well as of fluids accumulating in pathological spaces,
which is especially important in medico-legal autopsies
(35, 37, 47). PMMR is therefore a precise diagnostic
tool, primarily used to evaluate the abdominal organs,
brain, heart and subcutaneous fat. Nevertheless, the
technique is considered to be most useful in the analysis
of the vascular system, as unlike autopsy and histopathological examination, MR can be used to detect
the early stage of myocardial ischaemia (35).
However, achieving a high quality image in postmortem MR visualization can be problematic due the
dependence of the T1 and T2 relaxation times on temperature. The changes in temperature that take place
when the body cools have been shown to affect the
quality of the image. During T2 imaging the contrast
between adipose tissue and muscle tissue was found
to decrease at temperatures below 20°C, while in the
T1 sequence the deterioration of image quality accompanying the decrease in temperature was observed
below 10°C (34). Other factors that affect the quality of
post-mortem MR images include the degree of decomposition of the body and the hypostasis which occurs
immediately after circulation stops. Interpretation of
PMMR results, due to the need to distinguish images
of naturally occurring post-mortem changes (such as
position-dependent sedimentation or post-mortem clot-
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ting) from pathological changes, is not an easy task,
and therefore an experienced radiologist plays a key
role in determining the cause of death using MR (35).
Due to the limited availability of this type of specialist and especially of MR equipment, the high cost of
purchasing and operating it, and the long examination
time, MR is used only sporadically in post-mortem
examination of both human and animal carcasses.
Photogrammetry and laser scanning of the surface of the body. The imaging techniques presented
above unquestionably improve the quality and effectiveness of post-mortem examinations performed
by pathologists. In the past, however, a significant
limitation of these techniques was the inability to
analyse body integuments and the fact that images
could only be generated in shades of grey, so that the
external examination of the body was based solely
on the knowledge and experience of the pathologist
(31). These restrictions were eliminated by introducing photogrammetry, routinely used by the police to
reconstruct road accidents. This technique involves
the creation of spatial models from two-dimensional
photographs. Photogrammetry is combined with
laser scanning of the surface of the body (3D/CADsupported photogrammetry), making it possible to
produce spatial documentation of injuries to the body,
with information of previously unattainable quality:
a 3D image in colour (40). The creators of Virtopsy®
used the TRITOP/ATOS II laser system for analysis
of external injuries to the body, where TRITOP is the
photogrammetric component and ATOS is a scanning
system. Using the same combination of techniques,
the Swiss team also scanned objects which had been
the cause of particular injuries. By comparing 3D
models of the objects with models of the injuries (the
morphologic fingerprint), the use of these objects could
be confirmed or ruled out. Similarly, cases have been
analysed in which the skin was damaged by a bite or
by the victim being run over by a mechanical vehicle.
Bite marks or tyre tracks on the body of the victim
were compared with a model of the suspect’s teeth or
of a tyre tread pattern. It should be noted that additional
data (evidence in the form of 3D models) can be added
to the results of the virtual analysis of the skin at any
time. For example, a weapon used during an assassination and found several months later is scanned, and the
resulting model is compared with the results of a previously performed autopsy. This provides the opportunity
for a new analysis of the injuries, supplemented with
new data which may be essential to the case (6).
By using special computer software, data obtained
through photogrammetry and laser body scanning can
be combined with CT or MRI images. This fusion of
the results of external and internal examination of
a body in virtual space provides not only a comprehensive and precise analysis of the damage to the skin, but
also an explanation of the mechanism by which they
came about, and thus a reconstruction of the sequence
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of events during various types of accidents and crimes
(6, 40).
In light of the available literature and our own experience, the use of 3-D/CAD-supported photogrammetry
seems particularly justified for analysis of the integuments of animal carcasses, with particular focus on the
needs of veterinary forensics.
Advantages and disadvantages
of post-mortem imaging (PMI)
The above description of the techniques on which
virtual autopsy is based show the broad spectrum
of post-mortem imaging possibilities. Each of these
methods has both advantages and certain disadvantages
(Tab. 1). Nevertheless, their combined use unquestionably increases the effectiveness of autopsy diagnostics
(8).
In considering posthumous imaging as an alternative
to conventional autopsies, in addition to purely diag-

nostic considerations other significant aspects support
their use in forensic thanatology and their implementation in general forensic veterinary practice. The short
time required to analyse the entire body (using modern
CT equipment), which means that virtopsy can be
treated as a routine method for preliminary analysis,
enables optimal planning of the classical necropsy and
increases the likelihood of identifying all relevant pathological changes (12, 21, 41). Data obtained from the
PMI are recorded in digital form so that the body can
be evaluated at any time, regardless of decomposition
or cremation; furthermore, the digital record ensures
that the results of the virtual necropsy can be repeatedly reproduced and thereby verified, and professionals
from around the world can be consulted (known as
teleconsulting) (41). In this way, images from the CT/
MRI acquisition supplement medical knowledge and
sometimes become a source of it. This is of particular
value to veterinarians dealing with a wide variety of

Tab. 1. Advantages, disadvantages and applications of post-mortem imaging in forensic veterinary medicine
Technique

Advantages

Disadvantages

Application in veterinary forensics

X-ray

– speed
– easy to perform
– easy to archive data (in the case
of digital radiography)
– low cost

– no reconstruction of 3D images
– limited application – good quality
visualization only for skeletal
system

Identification of pathological lesions in the skeletal
system in cases such as:
– gunshots,
– poaching,
– medical error,
– traffic accidents,
– animal abuse.
Individual identification (chips, prostheses).
Detection of foreign bodies constituting evidence.

CT
CT + angiography
CT + biopsy

– fast
– easy to perform
– allows for creation of 3D
reconstructions and dynamic
animations
– minimally invasive
– good quality images of soft tissues
and circulatory system
– minimally invasive
– easy to perform
– low risk of contamination

– data storage (vast amount of data)
– specialists needed to interpret
PMCT images
– relatively time-consuming
– data storage
– need for specialized personnel
– additional costs – contrast agent
– relatively time-consuming
– data storage
– need for specialized personnel

Identification of pathological lesions in cases such
as:
– gunshots,
– poaching,
– medical error (pathological lesions due to
improper treatment),
– traffic accidents,
– animal abuse.
Individual identification.
Detection of foreign bodies constituting evidence.
Any case of suspected vascular damage, need to
determine source of bleeding, e.g.:
– gunshots,
– poaching,
– medical error,
– traffic accidents,
– animal abuse,
– bites,
– collection of body fluids and tissues for diagnostic
tests, e.g. toxicological, microbiological,
histopathological, cytological.

MRI

– high-quality visualization of soft
tissues and internal organs

– time-consuming – more difficult
than CT
– need to select appropriate
sequence for 3D reconstruction
– data storage
– need for specialists to interpret
images
– high cost
– limited availability

Identification of pathological lesions in cases such
as:
– gunshots,
– poaching,
– medical error,
– traffic accidents,
– animal abuse,
– suffocation.

Photogrammetry + laser
scanning of body surface

– good quality visualization of skin
and objects associated with case
– high resolution
– low cost of operation
– mobility of equipment

– time-consuming
– need for specialists to perform
analyses and process and
interpret data

– reconstruction of traffic accidents
– confirm/rule out objects associated with skin
damage, e.g. animal abuse cases
– confirm/rule out individual suspected of biting
(another animal or person)
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animal species, including endangered species, in which
diagnosis is problematic due to the rarity of such cases,
with few literature reports describing diseases in these
animals (21).
Processing of images from CT acquisition (postprocessing) allows them to be presented in the form
of three-dimensional reconstructions or dynamic animations (6, 39), and the clarity and objectivity of PMI
images mean that the results of virtopsy are evidence of
much better quality than a description or photographs
of an autopsy or necropsy. These features, combined
with the possibility of creating 3-D reconstructions,
reflect the actual state of the pathological lesions in
a much simpler manner, which is especially important
for people who are not directly involved in forensic
medicine, such as judges and lawyers. Also not without
significance for everyone involved in the proceedings
is the ‘bloodlessness’ of the evidence from the virtopsy
(6, 32). Another important advantage is the reduced risk
of infection; virtopsy is a non-invasive method which
does not involve the use of a scalpel, so that contact
with the body is minimal, even if material needs to
be taken for microbiological, toxicological or genetic
testing. The biological material is then collected in an
automated manner, by fine-needle aspiration. This is
important for veterinarians who are exposed to zoonotic agents, i.e. animal pathogens with the ability to
infect and cause diseases in humans, called zoonoses
(e.g. Lyme disease, bovine tuberculosis or avian influenza). In addition, virtopsy provides an image without
damaging the body, which is an optimal solution when
a classical autopsy cannot be performed for cultural
or religious reasons (6, 31, 32). Similarly, given pet
owners’ attitude towards companion animals (e.g. dogs
and cats), often treating them as family members, we
recognize the potential of post-mortem imaging in
veterinary medicine.
The possibilities of post-mortem imaging in many
respects overcome the barriers of the common autopsy.
So can the virtual autopsy completely replace the conventional autopsy? Pathologists agree that the answer is
‘no’, treating virtopsy as an auxiliary procedure due to
certain limitations. The colour, consistency and smell
of internal organs are characteristics of high diagnostic
value to the experienced pathologist during the examination of the body, and this type of information, except
for skin colour in 3D/CAD-supported photogrammetry,
is not provided by post-mortem imaging techniques
(2). In addition, comparative analysis of virtual and
conventional autopsy results indicates that not all
pathological lesions, and therefore not all cases of
death, can be diagnosed by imaging tests. One example
is sudden cardiac death, where ischaemic lesions may
not be visible in CT imaging (31). In the case of imaging of the vast majority of the body, and thus analysis
of large amounts of data, the likelihood of overlooking
minor damage or small pathological lesions increases.
Thanatological radiology is a young discipline, espe-
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cially in the context of veterinary forensics, which
means that publications are still scarce and there is
a shortage of specialists experienced in interpreting
images from post-mortem CT or MRI (2).
Post-mortem imaging has ushered in a new era
of forensic thanatology. Integration of non-invasive
techniques (CT, MRI, or photogrammetry with laser
body scanning) and, in some cases, minimally invasive
techniques (fine-needle aspiration), in addition to providing a wide range of possibilities for evaluating the
skin and internal structures, simultaneously eliminates
problems of a technical (e.g. examination time or risk
of infection) and cultural nature. Although virtopsy
can be an alternative to the classic autopsy, in most
cases it is used to supplement it. This is due to the
limitations of post-mortem imaging, described above,
and to the fact that it is still fairly new in the forensic
sciences. Hence further research is needed, covering
a broader spectrum of cases. This applies in particular
to veterinary forensics, in which post-mortem imaging
techniques are still a novelty.
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